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The problea of this investigation ie to make a comparative study of
certain characteristics as they have been observed in twenty-five boys
auid twenty-five girls at the five-year level. The characteristics have







Significance of the Problem
Recent Investigations made by specialists in the field of child
development show that the preschool period of a child*8 life is parti¬
cularly significant because of the important development which is taking
place and the influence upon later years of the growth during this
period. Arnold Cesell^ says, *The earliest periods of development are
always the periods of most rapid, most intense, and most fundamental
growth.** Arnold Geddll^ states the followings
For perspective we must grant, at the outset, that the pre¬
school period exceeds all other epochs in developmental





importance. This period occ\^>ie8 approximately the first
seventy months of the scriptural allotment of seventy yeara~^
moly one clock hour, reckoning the entire span of hximan life as
a day. But during that hour the major portion of the total
stream of development flows under the bridge. This statement
holds true even if, with Huxley, we make life and development
coextensive terms. In a biological sense at least, the first
period of development must outrank all others in t^ wealth of
phenomena displayed.
Since the five*year-old is approaching the end of the preschool
period of his life, it seems fitting to make a close check on various
phases of his development and to determine as far as these data will
allow the characteristics which are most dominant at this level. A com¬
parison of sex differences in these characteristics is also appropriate.
Xt is believed that facts derived from this investigation will be of par¬
ticular significance to teachers in the kindergEu*ten and lower elementary
grades.
Summary of Belated Studies
Physical Development.- The writer will review a few of the investi-
^ gaitdons which seem closely related to the present problem. According to
Baldwin and Stechert^
The field of physical measurements is receiving more attention
because of recent investigations which show that defects of
growth may be detected and eliminated. There is also apparent¬
ly a correspondence between stages of mental growth and stages
of physical development. Surprisingly little accurate work has
been done on the physical growth of the preschool children.,
Kindergartens, after many years of indifference, are just be¬
ginning to introduce physical and mental measurements as an
integral part of their programs, and the better kindergarten
training schools are also Including in their eurriculums intro¬
ductory courses on physical cmd mental tests. If measurements
on kindergeurten and preschool children are to be scientific
%. T. Baldwin and L. I. Stecher, The Psychology of the Preschool
Child. Haw York, 1924, p. 26.
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and of educational value, they must be taken consecutively
at least semi-annually, by trained observers vith standardized
technique.
Baldwin and SteeheP* in I918, made a study on the physical growth of
the preschool children in the state of Iowa. They included children be¬
tween the ages of three and six, and their conclusions are as followst
1. The boys exceed the girls at any particular age between three
and six years in all measurements except width of hips} which is equal
for the two.
2. Boys grow in standing height from 37>6 inches at two to 45.4
inches at six years.
3. For span of arms the growth is from 32.6 to 44.4 inches, almost
the same as in standing height.
4. For weight the increase is from 32.0 pounds at two years to 44.1
pounds at six years.
5* The head grows only 0.6 inches in circumference and considerably
less in length and width. The increase of these measurements is similar
for girls.
6. The increments of growth from year to year show that young chil¬
dren grow fairly uniformly in the majority of the physical traits studied.
7. The boys grow on an average 0.6 inch in height every three months
and the girls 0.5 inch; in weight the average increase for boys is 1
pound, and for girls it is O.9 pounds.
8. The greatest percentage of growth from three to six years for
these children is in weight, in which there is an increase of 37*8 per¬
cent for boys and 33*1 percent for girls.
9. In standing height the boys gain 20.7 percent and the girls I8.I
percent, while in span of arms the boys gain 21*3 percent, and the girls
19*3 percent. In other traits the gains are similar.
10. While the boys gain more in actual growth than the girls from
three to six years, the girls have attained at three years in nearly all
the traits a greater percentage of their measurements at six years than
the boys.
Baldwin in his book. Physical Growth of Children from Birth
T. Baldwin and L. I. Stecher, op. cit.. pp. 69-7I
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tft Mwtup'ity^ has recorded a study on the growth of the preschool child»
which was conducted in 1918, in which 36,958 boys and girls between the
ages of :!birth and ^2 months, in the 99 counties in the state of Iowa,
were included.
Baldwin obtained the averages from the original cards, which he ob>
tained from the Federal Children's Bureau. Ea transferred them into
metric system, worked out the weight*>height indices, and constructed charts
which show growth ciirves in height of individual boys and girls, and groups
of boys 6Uid girls. Charts were made for individual growth curves in
breathing capacity. Baldwin's results were:
1. Boys from birth to six years of age are uniformly taller and
heavier at all ages than the girls.
2. For both boys and girls for this period the greatest incre¬
ment and the greatest percent of growth is during the first year.
3. The percents of total stature and weight at six years of age
show that the height doubles during the first six years after
birth, and the weight Increase is during the first year in
both height and weight. The weight-height index, on an average,
doubles during the first six years after birth.
4. The most useful and instructive norms for these children from
birth to six years of age are the weight-height indices. The
indices are higher for the boys than for the girls, ranging from
•076 and .079 respectively for the first months, to .166 and
.165 for the seventh-second month. It is apparent that the boys
are relatively heavier for their height than the girls.
5* The most significant conclusion for Iowa lies in the fact
that these boys and girls who are above the average of the Uni¬
ted States in height begin soon after birth to lose weight in
proportion to their height.
6. Of the Iowa children included in this study 82 percent are
native born.
7. The rural Iowa children from birth to six years of age are
T, Baldwin, The Physical growth of Children from Birth to maturity.
Iowa City, 1918, pp. 58«71.
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above the urban lova children in stature and weight.
8. The type-case pictures show the wide range of individual
differences in the various physical traits among supposedly
normal children for periods from four months to six years of
age, and the need for remedial and developmental training for
all.
9. The individual growth curves for preschool children show
significant but unexplained fluctuations at five or six years
of age in individual growth curves, in height, weight, and in
breathing capacity.
There is a great need for more accurate scientific investigation on
the physical development of children at the five year level.
Personal Care.» Florence Sherbon^ believes that the child of five
years of age should have reached an ingportant stage of development. The
following quotation gives evidence of the independence which she expects
the five-year-old to have mastered!
He should be able to take care of himself completely, get a
4rink,go to the toilet, wash his hands afterward without re¬
minder, take care of his own wraps, clean up his own debris,
willingly put things in their places, and assist the teacher
in care of room and equipment.
Bnotional Development.- Emotion is eoD^osed of an accumulation of
feeling. like mere feelings, emotions are pleasant and unpleasant, but
since they represent strong surgings, the feeling tone is accentuated in
degree.
The investigation of K. C. Jones^ in 1925 ves undertaken to inves¬
tigate fear trends and the method of their elimination in preschool chil¬
dren. 70 children, from 3 months to 7 months of age were the subjects
Florence Sherbon, The Child. Hew York, 1934, p, 596.
^ C. Jones, “jl Study of the Emotions of Preschool Children**, The
Twenty-Eighth Yean^book of the Hational Society for the Study of Education
part II, Bloomington, Illinois, 1929, p. 605.
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used in the investigation. The reconditioning was carried on by various
methodss (1) elimination through disuse; (2) verbeil appeal to those chil¬
dren who could not understand; (3) distraction—that is, offering the
child as a substitute activity; (4) direct conditioning—idien fear of
object is gradually introduced until fear disappears; and (5) social imi¬
tation—social suggestion through association with other children.
Jones* findings are:
The number of fears of children apparently increase in age as
the result of these factors:
(a) heater Insight into unusual conditions.
(b) Conditioning.
Fears are best brought out by strange objects and by sudden
presentation.
Socied. imitation worked well when the social group had prestige
for the child.
Leslie 6-. liarston^ made a study of the emotions of young children
in fdileh he investigated the extent to which young children*8 reactions
to their environment, particularly social, are conditioned by constant
tendencies to Introversion and extroversion.
One hundred children are used as subjects, ranging in age from 2
years to 6 years, ^e precise emotional expression was Inferred from
the Introverted or extroverted characteristics of the personality.
His findings are:
1. Rating scales were found to be reliable in measuring in¬
troversion and extroversion.
2. Sex differences were found; boys were significantly more
introverted than girls.
3. Ho significant relationship was observed between chronologi¬
cal age, mented age, height, weight, and extroversion.
^Leslie R. Uarston, "The linotions of Toung Children**, The Tventv-
Fighth Yearbook, op. eit.f. p. 606.
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4. There eas a decrease in introTersion as measured by the
experiment with the increase of age^ especially in girls.
Because of their emotional immaturity five-year old children need
an environment that is simple and wholesome in every detail. The school
should try to keep the environment simple in order that the child may
keep his balance and self control, and the home should do its part in
helping the child in this manner also.
Social Development.- In order for the five-year-old child to adjust
himself to the world aroimd him he should learn at this age to get along
with people around him. Even though his social organization is largely
individual and there is a deep feeling of personal possession, he should
learn to share and work with others peacefully.
Charlotte Buhler,^ in her investigation on "The Earliest Social Reac¬
tions of Children"^, used 146 children. Seventy-five of the children used
were boys and Seventy-one were girls. Their ages ranged from four months
to twenty-two months. She came to these conclusions regarding the ear¬
liest social reactions of infants to each other and to adults:
1. In the second half-year the child seeks contact with human beings,
and is disappointed if he is not noticed.
2. Children of 4 months of age look at each other and sometimes smile.
Theirs is a **sight contact.*
3* After 6 months, children come into a "touch contact."
4. Tounger children of superior activity sometimes tyrannize over
older ones who are passive.
The child of five years of age is curious. He likes to investigate
and experiment. His imagination is keen, even though his interest span
Charlotte Buhler, "The Social Behavior of Children", A Handbook of
Child Psychology, edited by C. 4, Murchison, Worohester, Ifossachusetts, 1933
pp. 374-496.
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is short. He enjoys learning to have form to hie drawings, daywork, and
woodwork. He makes believe that he is an airplane, fire engine, and other
locomotives. He gradually redizes that a general desire, if granted,
will bring specific desires.
Mental Development.- M. F, Nimkoff^ in his book. The Child, says:
Mental development is thus seen to be a matter of cortical
connections. It is a matter of the intensification and
elaboration of these connections. It Involves the stren^hen-
Ing of original neural patterns. To this extent mental de*
velopment is dependent upon maturation or growth of the ner*
vous system. In addition mental development consists of
making associations.
From the moment of the child's birth he is an active person. During
his early years he is even more active them later. The child exhibits
random movements at first that are not consistent. His reflex acts are
acts which occur over and over in regular fashion, and are specific reac¬
tions to concrete stimulation.
S. Aoki^ in his study on the significance of first walking in child
development, used 53 school children who were given physical measurements
and mental tests correlating with the age of first walking, loki's con¬
clusion 1st
Precocity in walking correlates .53 with scholarship, .1? with
mental tests (including tapping, memory, and cancellation) and
approximately .00 with height and weight.
Jl, 0. Gesell^ in his study on, '*The Mental Growth of tha Prasehnol
Child*, used as his subjects fifty children at 4, 6, 12, l8, 24, 36, 48,
F. Kimkoff, The Child. Philadelphia, 1934, p. 6?.
Aoki, *Signifieance of First Walking in Child Development",
The Twenty-Eighth Yearbook, op. cit., p. 471.
^Arnold Gesell, op. cit.. p. 579*
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and 60 months. His purpose was to establish a psychologieeil outline of
the normal development from birth to the sixth year Including a system
of developmental diagnosis.
The children were examined Individually by test situations with
standsurdlzed procedure, supplemented by Items of behavior dependent on
more naturalistic observation and Inquiry. The tests, or items, are
classified In four groupst motor, language, personal-asocial, and adap¬
tive behavior. In the last group are found the Items which bear most
definitely on wlmt may be considered intellectual development. The
findings sure tabulated, percentage frequencies calculated, and letter
ratings assigned. The results of (Sssell^s study are as followst
The schedules provide concrete, descriptive, emd analytic
records of development.
The items have normative value in relation to the frequency
with which a particular response oocvra in a given age-group,
but no attempt has been made to construct a measuring scale
on a numerical summation of credits.
The evaluation of the data demands psychological knowledge
and experience with many children.
Baldwin and Stecher^ in their book. The Psychology of the Preschool
Child. recorded a study made on the Toeabulary of the preschool child by
recording for each child the total number of words used during an entire
morning and tracing the number of words to the sentence and mental age
of the child. The children were also checked or tested with a san^le
vocabulary of 10,000 words and cheeked with 34 published studies of the
vocabulary of individual children. The child's knowledge of the word
was checked by means of pictvtres, objects, actions, or eonorete situa¬
tions. The results wares
1
S. T. Baldwin and L. I. Stecher, on. eit.. P. 134.
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The age scores Increased from 7,0 pictures placed at tvo
years, 10,5 at three years through 32.5 at four years to 33.2
at five years, and 37*6 at six years. The fact that there is
an increase after four years shoes that the material is appli¬
cable prinoipedly for use with very young children.
The speech of the five-year-old has Increased in vocabulary, con¬
struction of sentences, and enunciation of sentences. D. McCarthy^ made
a study on "The language development of the preschool child with special
reference to sentence formation." Her findings eeret
1. The mean length of response showed ein Increase with chrono¬
logical Age, which was more rapid at the younger levels.
2, A. small but consistent sex difference in favor of the girls
appeared.
2
Geaell in his book. The Mental Growth of the Fre-School Child, has
developed these norms in adaptive behavior of the five-year-old child.
He should be able to build keystone gates, conflate four or eight forms,
discriminate weights, and perform three commissions.
Industrial Skills.- Willy Levin^, in a study on plastic art, came to
these conclusions:
1. Every child can create.
2. The fever the standards forced upon children, the richer will be the
results obtained.
3. Only standards recognized for them in using certain materials are:
Ca) Techniques which grow with the children
Cb) Proportion and movement when the child reaches ten years of age
licCarthy, "The language development of the preschool child with
special reference to sentence formation". The Twenty-Eighth Yearbook, op.
cit., pp. 536-537.
2
Irnold Gesell, op. eit.. p. 384.
\illy Levin, "Plastic Art", Progressive Education. Tol. HI, (April,
1926) pp. 110-117.
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Ce) Form aifter the child reaches ten years of age
{d) Child expresses Itself differently from adults
Ce) Children should not be given models to copy
Cf) In modelling figures, children begin vith the details of the
figure and later produce the whole
Cg) Xt must be when the child is able to understand form before the
human body can be explained to him in an elementary way
Ch) Little children paint clay things, but their work is not glased
(1} The best medium for little children to work in is clay
The study of the flve*>year*old child is is^ortant in the field of
education and to the teacher who deals with the child at this particular
level. Educators realise that the child at this age is at aui important
stage of his development. Bany of the chlld*a habits and adjustments are
being made, and it is necessary to know more about these adjustments and
developments. These adjustments will influence the child at this age, and
throughout life. The present problem seems to have sufficient need to
Justify an extensive investigation.
G^rison, $heehy, and Dalgliesh^, in their book. The Horace Mann Kin¬
dergarten for Five-Year-Old Children, have given us a method of obtaining
evidence of growth. Their method is as follows*
1. Records of individual progress.
The individual records include the reports of (a) the teacher's
impression gained from constant observation and study of the
child^ (b) the understanding gained by consultation with other
members of the staff; (e) information obtained by means of fre¬
quent conferences with specialists, as in the case of speech
difficulty; and (d) records of the child's development in dif¬
ferent phases of subject matter.
C. Garrison, Emma Sheehy, Alice Dalgliesh, The Horace lfe>.nn Kinder¬
garten for Five-Year-Old Children. New York, 1937» P» 6.
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2, Recorda of group progress.
These records have to do vith the experiences of the kinder¬





The problem is to make a comparative study of certain characteristics
as they have been observed in twenty-five boys and twenty-five girls at
the five-year level.
Source of Data
The data for this investigation were tsiken from Developmental Cheek
Lists for Five-Tear-Olds , and Record Booklets of the Stanford Revision
of the Binet Simon Scale. These records are on file at the Spelmau Col¬
lege Kursery School. The data were compiled and recorded by the physi¬
cian for the nursery school, the director, and two teachers of the five-
3rear ©roup.
The Setting
The setting for this investigation was Spelmn College Kursery
School Plant, which includes the office, the active and constructive
playrocnn, bathroom, dining room, sleeping room, and play ground.
The Subjects
The subjects included in this investigation are twenty-five boys
and twenty-five girls who were at the five-year level when the data were
recorded. The children represent a cross section of the Negro population
of Atlanta, Georgia. Their social, educationed, and economic background
13
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ranges from very low to very high. Ill children included were enrolled
In the Spelman Collage Nursery School during the period in which they
were studied. Age and nursery school attendance were the bases for selee*
tion.
TABLE I


















In age the 2$ boys range from 60 months to 70 monthsy and the 25
girls range from 62 months to 70 months.
Period of Inwestigation
During the period from March, 1938, through May, 1938, the investi¬
gator tabulated and interpreted the data found in the check lists which
were made for each child according to his physical, personal, emotional,
social, mental, and industrial characteristics on the five-year level.
Analysis of Data
Each item under each developmental category for each child was tabu¬
lated on sheets. The items for boys and girls were tabiilated on separate
sheets
15
Tha velght*>helght indices and ages for the boys and for the girls
were tabtilated in chronological ascending order and compared. The ages
were grouped according to months.
The percentages of the subjects for each item under each adjustment
were recorded, and the boys were compared with the girls. These percen¬
tages were obtained by dividing the number of subjects into the number
of subjects in each category and into the total number of subjects for
the five categories.
In Industrial development, the different number of materials used
and the average number of objects constructed by the boys and by the
girls was found and recorded.
Intelligence Quotients
The mean for the boys, the mean for the girls, and the mean for the
two groups, as well as the range of the intelligence quotients for the 25
boys and for the 25 girls wers found.
Sex Differences
The mean, standard deviation, and sigma of the difference of the
mean were found and recorded for the boys and for the girls in physical




Comparative Percentages in Physleail Development
of the Twenty-Five Boys and
of the Twenty-Five (^rls
Height and weight.- Table II shows the weight in pounds of the 25
boys and of the 25 girls, as well as the height In inches of the 25 b<^s
and of the 25 girls, arranged in chronological ascending order. The
weight for the girls is from 35 pounds to 60 pounds, and for the boys it
is from 36 pounds to 48 pounds. The range in weight for the boys is 12
pounds, and for the girls it is 25 pounds. The girls have a range of 13
pounds greater in weight than that of the boys.
The height in inches for the girls is from 40^ inches to 49 inches,
and the height in inches for the boys is from 39 3A inches to 46 3/4
Inches. There is a range of 8|- inches in height for the girls and 5
inches for the boys. The girls have a range of 2^ inches greater in
height than the boys.
According to Foster and Headley^, the five-year-old is physically at
the end of the period of very rapid growth known as *early childhood.** Ee
is somewhere between 38 and $0 inches tall and weighs between 33 and 57
pounds.
Arms. Legs. Skin. Hair. Head. Ears. Eves. Throat. Neck. Heart. Abdo¬
men. Spine.- Each of the preceding words indicates an item under physical
development which was scored according to a definite routine. The arms
were cheeked for fracture, dislocation, size (large and small), and for
^J. C. Foster and N. £. Headley, Education in the Kindergarten. New
York, 1936, p. 1.
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nonoal development. For the legs these eheeks vere madet fracture» dis¬
location, bowed, knock knees, normeil. The skin was cheeked for eruptions,
moles, scars, paleness, and normal condition. These checks were made on
hairt thin, thick, dry, oily, normal. The head was cheeked as very large,
large, very small, small, or normal. The ears were checked for variations
in size, variations in shape, cerumen, discharge, or as normal. These .
checks were made on eyest dark rings, inflammation, scars, glasses, normal.
The physician made a very careful examination of the throat in order to
check the followings tonsils enlarged, tonsils inflamed, tonsil operation
performed, tonsils removed, or normal condition of throat. The neck was
checked for enlarged thyroid glahd, small thyroid gland, hyperactive thy¬
roid gland, hypoactive thyroid gland, or for normal condition. The heart
was checked as followst enlarged, slow, rapid, murmurs, normal. The fol-
Ibwlng checks were made on the abdomens distended, tympantic, umbilical
hernia, abdominal hernia, or normal condition. The spine was checked for
slight curvature, kyphpsis, lordosis, scoliosis, or normal condition.
In table IH the normal percentages of the Itemss arms, legs, skin,
hair, head, ears, eyes, throat, heart, neck, abdomen, and spine, which
were tabulated under physical development are shown as well as the average
percent of the normal percentage of these items.
The average percentage of the above items in physical development
in which the normal percentages vere found is 88 percent for the boys and
92.3 - percent for the girls. The girls are 4.3 percent higher in the aver¬
age percent of the normal percent of these items than are the boys. The
boys, however, excel the girls by 4 percent in eyes, and 8 pereeitin
throat.
Posture. Htitrition. Letree Muscle Coordination. Small Muscle Coordination.
I8
Th» items named vere scored according to a definite routine. Posture and
nutrition were checked as very poor, poor, fair, good, or wery good. Large
muscle coordination w^s checked as wery clumsy, sliunsy, fair, good, very good.
Small muscle coordination was checked as wery awkward, awkward, fair, good,
or wery good.
Table lY shows the percentages and average percentages of the itemst
posture, nutrition, large muscle coordination, and small muscle coordina¬
tion, arranged from the score “very poor* to the score “wery good.*
Zn physical development in the above named items, the average percent
for the boys who have a score of “very good* la 3^ end for the giyls it is
14. In the score "^od*, the average percent for the boys is 53 end Tor the
girls it is 59. In the score “fair* the taverage percent for the boys is 11
and for the girls it is 25. In the score “poor* the average percent both
for the boys and girls is 2. In the score “very poor* the average percent
for the boys is sero and for the girls it is 1. In. all these items the boys
excel the girls by 20 percent in the average percent in the score “very good*
even though they rank lower on the scores “good* and “fair* and higher in
the score "^oor*.
Sex Differences.- In order to treat the data statistically, the five cate¬
gories for each of the traits, excluding the industrial and mental, were assign¬
ed numerical values from one to five in the order of their increasing rank. For
example, a rank of “very poor* was given a value of one, a rank of “goor*, a
value of two, etc. The same principle was applied to the other traits to
which statistical methods^ were applied. Aftor these numerical values were
assigned, the means, standard deviations, and reliability of the difference
between the means were determined for these data.
Table Y shows that there is a difference of .33 in favor of the girls,
which is almost completely reliable since the critical ratio of 3*2 indicates
that thera are 99 chances in 100 of this difference being significant.^
Comparative Percentages of Twsnty«Five Boys and
Twenty-Five Sirls in Personal Care
Iraps, Clothing, Shoes.- For the personal care of these three items, the
children were scored as very dependent, dependent, average, independent, and
very independent.
Table VX gives the percentages and average percentages of the boys and
girls in the items wraps, clothing, and shoes, under personal ears.
In the average percent of the itemst wraps, clothing, and shoes, under
personal care the percentages for the boys and for the girls is zero under
the score "Very dependent.*" In the score ‘"dependent"’, for these items, the
average percent for the boys is 4 and for the girls it is zero. In the
score "average**, of the average percent of these items the percent for the
boys is 11 and for the girls it is 9»S.- The boys excel the average percent
of the girls in the score "average" by .'1*7percent. In the score "indepen¬
dent" the average percent for the boys is 47 and for the girls it is 31*
The boys excel the girls in this particular score for care of wraps, clothing,
and shoes, by l6 percent. The average percent for the boys in the score "Very
independent" is 39 percent and for the girls it is 60 percent. The girls
excel in the items: wraps, clothing, and shoes, under personal care for the
score "very independent" by 21 percent.
Washing' of Face and Hands: Brushing of Teeth.- For personal care in
these two items, the children were checked as very careless, careless,
average, careful, or very careful.
Table TIX gives the percentages and average percentages of the boys
and of the girls for the items: washi^ of face and hands, and brushing of
Herbert Sorenson, Statistics for Students of Psychology and Education.
Hew York, 1936, p. 367.
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teeth, under the dlriaion of personal care.
The girls excel the boys in each score ranging from 'Very careless**
to “Srery careful'* except in the score '^average.'* Bnder the score “very
careless* the average percentage for the boys and for die girls is xero.
l^ the score “careless* the average percent for the boys is 10 percent,
and for the girls it is xero. In the score 'Average* the average percent
for the boys is 46 percent and it is 8 percent for the girls. The boys
excel the girls by 38 percent. In average percent for the score “care¬
ful*, for the boys the percent is 20 percent and for the girls it is 36
percent. The girls excel the boys by l6 percent in this score. In the
score "Very careful* the girls excel the boys in the average percent of
these items by 3^ percent.
Eating Habits: Sleeping Habits; Care of Personal Property.- These
three items were checked as very poor, poor, fair, good, or very good.
Table Till shows the percentages and average percentages for these items.
The girls excel the boys in these items in each score ranging from
“very poor* to * very good*, except in the score “good.* The boys excel
the girls by 2.7 percent in this particular score. In the average percent
both for the boys and for the girls in the score “very poor* the percent
is xero. In the score "^oor* the average percent for the boys is 2.7,
and for the girls it is ^ average percent of the score “fair*
the percent for the boys is 17.3 the girls it is 5.3P®*‘cent, In
the score “good* the average percent for the boys is 56 percent and for
the girls it is 53.3 percent. In the score "Very good* the average per¬
cent for the boys is 24 percent, and for the girls it is 41.3 percent.
In personal care the girls rate higher in mask of the scores for the
items than the boys, but both the boys and girls rank high in the upper
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percentile of the scores of the items. Very low percentages were made in
the scores very poor, poor, very dependent, dependent, very careless, and
careless for personal care.
Sex Differences.» Table IX shows that there is a difference of C.52
in favor of the girls which is almost co^letely reliable since the oxiticai
ratiS of 2.5 indicates that there are 99 chances in 100 of this difference
being significant.^
According to Foster and Headley^, **110 kindergarten child may be ex>
pected to know how to take off his wraps and hang them where they belong, to
go to the toilet by himself, to got his rug for rest periods and fold it ac»
cording to the rules of the school to wash and dry his hands reasonably well.**
Comparison of Percentages and Average Percentages of the Twenty-
Five Boys and Twenty-Five Girls in Emotional Bevelopment
Type of Child. Anger. Irritability toward Failure. Fear. Love. Jealousy.
Security. Sympathy.- Specific checks were made on each of these items. Un¬
der type of child, each child was checked as vary unstable, unstable, aver¬
age, stabld., or very stable. These checks were made for angert frequent tan¬
trums, often angry, angry under appropriate conditions, seldom angry, never
angry. The child*^s irritability toward failure was checked as extreme, mod¬
erate, average, slight, or very slight. Fear responses were checked as very
timid, timid, occasionally shows fear, fearless, very fearless. Under love
tli9B9 items were cheokedt extreme fixations^ few fixations, average, adjusted,
well adjusted. Jealousy was checked as extreme, moderate, average, slight, or
very slight. Under the item security each child was checked as very insecure,
iweecure, average,. secure, very secure. Sympathy sas checkedt very sli^t, aUghi^awRge,
Herbert Sorenson, op. cit.. p. 367.
2
J. C. Foster and H. E. Beadley, op. eit«. p. 7*
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marked, or Tory marked.
In scoring the item,type of child, it ie found that 4 percent of the
boys are very imstable and 12 percent of the boys are unstable, the per¬
cent for the girls in these scores is zero. Sixteen percent of the girls
are average in the item, type of child, vhereas 20 percent of the boys are
average in this item. Fifty-six percent of the boys have a score in *sta-
ble*^, and the percent for the girls who are stable under the division,
type of child is 44 percent. Forty percent of the girls are very stable
and 8 percent of the boys are very stable.
In the item anger, no percent of the girls have tantrums, and 4 per¬
cent of the boys have tantrums. Thirty-six percent of the boys are often
angry and 16 percent of the girls are often angry. The percent for the
girls in ''never angry* is 12 and for the boys it is zero. Twenty-four
percent of the boys have a score in "extreme* under the item, irritabili¬
ty toward failure, and l6 percent of the girls are irritable toward fail¬
ure* In the score *^rery slight" the percent both for the girls and for
I
the boys is sdro. In the score '^fear" 4 percent of the boys are very
timid and 4 percent of the girls are very timid. The score for the per¬
cent for the boys" in the score "very fearless" is 6 percent and for the
girls it is 44 percent. The boys excel the girls in this particular
trait by 28 percent. In the score "excessive fixation** under the divi¬
sion, love, the boys have no excessive fixations, but the girls have 4
percent of their number with excessive fixations. Twenty-eight percent
of the girls cure well adjusted in the item, love, and 20 percent of the
boys are well adjusted in the item, love. In the item. Jealousy, 4 per¬
cent of the girls are insecure and 32 percent show very slight tendencies
in Jealousy. In this item the boys are superior to the girls.
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In the item, security, under the score '‘Very insecure* the percentage both
for the boys and girls is sero. In the score *iuseoure* the percentage for
the boys is 8 and it is 4 for the girls. In the item ^average* the percen¬
tage for the boys is I6 and it is 12 for the girls. In the score *secure*,
both for the boys and for the girls, the percentage is 48. In the score
*Tery secure* the percentage for the boys is 48 and it is 56 for the girls.
The girls excel the boys in this trait by 8 percent. In the item, synqpa-
thy, 4 percent of the boys are very slight and none of the girls are very
slight, m the score *8llght* the percentage is ssro for the boys and 4 for
the girls. In the score *average* the percentage for the boys is 36 and for
the girls it is 16. The boys excel the girls in this score by 20 percent.
In the score "taiarked* the percentage for the boys is 24 and it is 52 for the
girls. Tbe girls excel the boys by 8 percent. In the score *very marked*
the percentage for the boys is 36 and it is 28 for the girls. The boys ex¬
cel the girls by 12 percent, m the item, cheerfulness, the percentage for
the boys in the score *very slight* is 4 and it la xero for the girls. In
the score *slight* the percentage for the boys is sero. and it is 4 for the
girls. The percentage in the score *average is 28 both for the boys and the
girls. In the score '^narked* the percentage is 24 for the boys and 52 for
the girls. The girls excel the boys by 28 percent. In the score *vsry
marked* the percentage for the boys is 36 and it is 28 for the girls. The
boys excel the girls by 8 percent* Table XI gives the percentage for this data.
The girls have a higher majority of the scores.
Sex Difference.- Table X shows that there is a difference of 0.24 in
favor of the girls idiich is almost complete reliability since the critical
ratio is 2.6.
Social Development of Twenty-Five
Girls and Twenty-Five Boys
Himkoff^ Bsada this statentsnt eoncerning social development of the Shlldt
However, human society and human culture are not only boons
for the child; they are exacting considerations which he must take
into account in his development. Nothing besides is so consequen¬
tial for his happiness as the adjustment he makes in his social
situation. He must orient himself with reference both to his fel¬
low men and to the patterns of civilization which they embrace. He
must get on well with his neighbors, and he must adopt and respect
their folkways. The central force in his living, about which all
else rotates is social adjustment.
Beth Wellman in her discussion on personality^ came to these conclusions:
Jt the preschool ages girls sire rated as showing more **kiother-
liness'*' and as tending toward greater responsibility for others.
The decision as to idilch sex is higher in honesty seems to Aepeud
upon the particular pop\U.ation studied and the particular selec¬
tion of tests. In the total score based on those aspects so far
studeid, girls were found to be significantly more dishonest than
boys, although the sexes vsiried on specific tests. Girls made a
higher score on tests of moral knowledge, opinion, and attitude. Pos¬
sibly^ boys are more variable them girls in personality characteristics.
Sex Difference.- There is a sex difference of *41 in favor of the girls,
whi^ is statistically reliable since the critical ratio is 4.3. Table and
XII
present^ the statistlceil data for the social traits.
Comparative Percentages of Twenty-Five Boys and
of Twenty-Five Girls in Social Adaptation
Type of Child.- The first min item in this category is type of child,
and :mder this main item are five sub-items: namely, introvert, extrovert,
psychopathic, psychoneurotie, and normal.
The percent fbr the boys who are introverts is l6 and the percent who
are extroverts is 8. There are no introverts or extroverts among the ^rls.
Marston found also that boys were significamtiy more introverted than the
g^ls. Neither the boys nor the girls were psychopathic or psychoneurotie.
Seventy-six percent of the boys were normal and 100 percent of the girls
r. Nimkoff, OP. eit.. p. 367.
^arl Kurchison, op. cit.. pp. 635“636.
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were normed in the item, type of child.
Attitude toward Parents.«» The children's attitudes toward their par¬
ents were checked as very poor, poor, fair, good, or very good. In this
item neither the boys nor the girls had a score above zero in the scores
"Very poor* and "poor". The boys had a percent of zero in the score
"fair". The girls had a percent of zero in the score "fair* under this
item. In the score "good" the percentage for the boys was 40 and for the
girls it was 12. The boys were 28 percent greater in this score than the
girls. In the score "very good" under the item, attitude toward parents,
the percentage for the boys is 60 and the percentage for the girls is 88.
The girls excel the boys by 28 percent.
Attitude toward Children in the Group.- This item was scored as very
poor, poor, fair, good, and very good, neither the boys nor the girls have
a percentage of very poor or poor. In the score " fair" the percentage
for the boys is 12 percent and it is 18 perdent for the girls. In the
score "good" the percentage for the boys is 32 percent and for the girls
it is 48 percent. The girls excel the boys by 16 percent in this item.
In the score "very good" the percentage for the boys is 40 percent and it
is 60 percent for the girls. The girls excel the boys by 20 percent in
the score "Very good" for attitude toward children in the group.
Attitude toward Children in Other Groups.- This item was scored as
very poor, poor, fair, good, and very good. For the boys and girls the
percent is zero in the scores "very poor" and "poor". In the score "fair"
for this item the percent for the boys is 28 and it is 8 for the girls.
In the score "good" the percent for the boys is 40 and It is 52 percent
for the girls. In the score "very good" the percent for the boys is 32
percent and it is 40 percent for the girls. The girls excel the boys in
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this score by 8 percent.
Attitude toTra.rd Teachers.- In this item the children sere scored as
▼ery poor, poor, fair, good, and very good. The percent for the boys and
for the girls in the scores "very pool" and "poor" is xerb. In the score
"fair" under this item the percent is zero both for the boys and girls.
In the score "good" the percentage for the boys is 60 percent and it is
12 percent for the girls. The boys excel the girls by 48 percent in the
score "good". In the score "very good" the percent for the boys is 60
percent and for the girls it is 88 percent. The girls excel the boys by
28 percent.
Attitude toward Adults.- This item vas scored as very poor, poor,
fair, good, and very good. The percent for the boys and for the girls
in the scores "very poor" and "poor" is zero. In the score "fair* the
percentage for the boys is 16 emd for the girls it is zero. In the score
"good" the percentage for the boys is $2 and for the girls it is 44 per'*
cent. In the score "^ery good" the percent for the boys is 40 and for
the girls it is 5^ percent. The girls excel the boys by 16 percent.
Attitude toward Visitors.- This item was scored as very poor, poor,
fair, good, and very good. The percent both for the boys and girls in the
scores "very poor" and "poor" is zero. In the score "fair" the percent
for the boys is l6 percent and it is zero for the girls. In the score
"good" the percent for the boys is $2 and it is 44 percent for the girls.
The boys excel the girls by 8 percent. In the score "very good" the per¬
cent for the boys is 32 and it is 58 percent for the girls. The girls
excel the boys in the score "very good" by 24 percent.
Respect for Authority.- This item was scored as very poor, poor,
fair, good, and very good. In the scores "very poor" and "^oor", both
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for the hoys and girls the percentage is zero. In the score "fair** the
percentage for the,hoys is 3^ and for the girls is zero. In the score
^good** the percentage for the boys is 24 and it is 36 percent for the
girls. The girls excel the boys in this trait by 12 percent. In the
score 'Very good* the percentage fo# the boys is 40 percent and it is 64
percent for the girls. The girls excel the boys in this score by 24 per¬
cent. The girls rank higher in the scores "fair*, “good", and "very good".
Ability to Settle Difficulties.- This item was scored as very poor,
poor, fair, good, and very good. The percentage for the score "very poor"
is sero percent for the boys and 4 percent for the girls. In the score
"poor* the percentage for the boys is 8 and it is sero percent for the
girls. In the score "fair" the percentage for the boys is 36 and it is
40 percent for the girls. The girls excel the boys in this score by 4
percent. In the score "good" the percentage for the boys is 28 percent
and it is 20 percent for the girls. The girls are 8 percent lower in
this score than are the boys. In the score "very good" the percentage for
the boys is 28 percent and it is 36 percent for the girls. The girls ex¬
cel the boys in this score by 8 percent. The girls rank higher in the
scores "very good" and "poor". The boys rank higher in the scores "very
poor", "fair", and "good."
Leadership.- This item was scored as very poor, poor, fair, good, and
very good. In the score "very poor" the percentage both for the boys and
for the girls is zero. In the score "^oor" the percentage for the boys is
4 percent and it la 8 percent for the girls. The girls are higher by 4
percent in this score than are the boys. In the score "fair" the percen¬
tage for the boys is 40 percent and it is 24 percent for the girls. The
boys are I6 percent higher in this score than ere the girls. In the score
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•good* the percentage for the boys is 24 percent and it is 36 percent for
for the girls. The girls excel the boys in this score by 12 percent. In
the score •very good* the percentage for both the boys and girls is 32 per¬
cent. The girls excel the boys in the scores “fair* and “good*.
Sfllf-Relianee.- This item was scored as very poor, poor, fair, good,
and very good. In the score “very poor* the percentage for the boys is
xero and it is 4 percent for the girls. In the score "^oor* the percen¬
tage for both the boys and the girls is zero. In the score “fair* the
percentage for the b oys is 24 and it is 6 percent for the girls. The boys
are 8 percent higher in this sore than are the girls. In the score “good*
the percentage for the boys is 28 percent and it is 36 percent for the
girls. The girls excel the boys in this score by 8 percent. In the score
“Very good“ the percentage for the boys is 44 percent and for the girls
it is 40 percent. The boys excel the girls in the scores “very poor* and
“very good".
Kental Development of Twenty-Five Boys
amd of Twenty-Five Girls
Meyer Bimkoff^ in his book. The Child, made this statement concerning
the chlld*s mental lifet
Mind may be thought of as the functioning of the central ner¬
vous system, and even more definitely, as the working of the cortex
in the cerebrum. The cortex in turn, contains two special areas:
the innermost infragranular layer which controls instinctive action,
and the outer, supragranular layer which controls the higher mental
processes^, and which develops in human beings with the years.
In terms of the working of the central nervous system, it is
thus possible to say that the content of the mind of the human child
consists of action and of thought. The former is generally referred
to as motor activity, the latter as intellectual activity.
F, Kimfcoff, op, cit.. p, 6?
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Psychologists have found that mental growth increases with age
throughout the period of childhood and early youth.
Gesell made this statement concerning the weight of the brain of a
child from the percentage standpoint:
The brain has attained 90 percent of its final weight by the
time the child is six. years of age.
In this study the X. Q. is used as the standard of measurement for men¬
tal ability. The I. Q. has a prominent place in psychological literature.
The X. expresses the ratio between mental age and chronological age.
Each of the children observed was given the . Stanford Revision of the
Binet-Simon Test. The mean intelligence quotient for the boys on the five-
year-old level is 115.52 and for the girls on the five-year-old level it
is 115.99> -The total mean both for the boys and for the girls is 115.75*
The range of the X. Q.*s for the boys is from 88 to 146, and for the girls
the range is from 100 to 148.
The girls stand higher in intelligence quotient, and their range is
higher.
2
Beth Vellman states that the girls tend to have slightly higher mean
or median scores on tests of general intelligence, but these differences
are rarely statistically significant. She also found that at the infant
and preschool age there is clear superiority of the girls.
General Impressions.- For this item each child was cheeked as very
dull, dull, average, bright, or very bright.
Xn general Impression of mental development for the 25 boys and for
the 25 girls for the scores “very dull** and *dull*, the percentages for
Arnold Gesell1 op^ cit^, p% 284.
2
Carl Murchison, op. city, p. 628.
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the boys and for the girls is zero. In the score ^averags**, in general
impression, the score for the boys is 40 percent and for the girls it is
32 perdent. In the score '^average”' in this item the boys excel the girls
by 8 percent. In the score **brlght* for the girls under the item, general
impression in mental development, the percentage is 12 and for the boys it
is 36 percent. In the score “very bright* the percentage for the boys is
24 and for the girls it is 44 percent. The percentage of the girls excels
that of the boys by 20 percent. The girls stand higher in the percentages
under general Impression in mental development than do the boys.
Thinking.- This item vas checked as very illogical, illogical, trial
and error, logical, or very logical. The results show that 4 percent of
the boys are very illogical in thinking, whereas no percent of the girls
are very illogical in thinking. Eight percent of the boys are illogical
in thinking and no percent of the girls are illogical in thinking. Eight
percent of the boys use the trial and error method in thinking, and 12
percent of the girls use the trial and error method in thinking. The per¬
centages for the boys is higher by 4 percent in this particular score than
is the percentage for the girls. In logical thinking the percentage for
the boys is 48 percent and for the girls it is 40 percent. The percentage
for the boys is 8 percent higher than for the girls in this particular
item of thinking. In the score “very logical* under the item, thinking
in mental development, the score for the boys is 32 percent and for the
girls it is 48 percent. The girls excel the boys in this score by I6
percent.
Baldwin and Stecher^ in their book came to these conclusions regarding
^Bialdwin and Stecher, op. cit.. p. 67.
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trials in learning to sort cardss
The age averages increased from 8.5 at two years to -.1 at
three years, 9*6 at four years, 22.6 at five years, and 24.0 at
six years. It will be observed that the change from negative to
positive scores occurs at four years.
Perception of Time. Kumber. Form, Sire. Weight. Distance. Direction
Cause. Rhythm.- Each sub-item for perception was checked as very poor, poor,
fair, good, or vary good.
In the scores “very poor'*' and “poor** under the item, perception of
time, the percentage both for the boys and for the girls is zero. In the
score “fair"' the percentage for the boys is 32 and it is 20 percent for
the girls. The boys excel the girls in the score “fair** under the item,
perception of time, by 12 percent. In the score “good* the percentage for
the boys is 52 percent and for the girls it is 48 percent. The boys excel
the girls in this score by 4 percent. In the score 'Very good* under the
item, perception of time, the percentage for the boys is 16 and for the
girls it is 32 percent. The girls excel the boys by 16 percent in the
score “Very good* under the item, perception of time.
In the scores “vdry poor* and *^oor* under the item, perception of niun-
ber, the percentage both for the boys and for the girls is zero. In the
score *falr* under the item, perception of number, the percentage for the
boys is 32 and it is 8 percent for the girls. The boys excel the girls in
this score by 24 percent. In the score “good* under the item, perception
of number, the percentage for the boys is 32 and for the girls it is 44.
The girls excel the boys in this score by 12 percent. In the score 'Very
good* the percentage for the boys is 36 and for the girls it is 48 percent.
The girls excel the boys by 12 percent in the score “very good* under the
item, perception of number.
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In the scores 'Very poor*' and •poor*^ under the item, perception of form,
the percentage both for the boys and for the girls is zero. In the score:
'^fair* under the item, perception of form, the percentage for the boys is
l6 and for the girls it is 8 percent. In the score ''good'^ the percentage
for the boys is 60 percent and it is 52 percent for the girls. The boys
excel the girls in this score by 8 percent. In the score 'Vrery good** under
the item, jp'erception of form, the percentage for the boys is 24 percent and
it is 40 percent for the girls. The girls excel the boys in this score by
l6 percent.
In the scores 'Very^ poor** and ‘^oor* under the item, perception of
size, the percentage both for the boys and for the girls is zero. In the
score **'fair* under the item, perception of size, the percent for the boys
is 16 and for the girls it is zero. In the item, perception of size, there
are not any girls who are fair in perception of size, but there are l6
percent of the boys vho are fair in this item. In the score ^good** the
percentage both for the girls and for the boys is 60 percent. In the score
•Very good* the percentage for the boys is 20 and for the girls it is 40
percent.
In the scores “very poor* and *poor* under the item, perception of
weight, the percentage both for the boys and for the girls is zero. In the
score *“fair* under the item, perception of weight, the percentage for the
boys is 12 percent and 4 percent for the girls. The boys are higher by 9
percent in the score “fair* than are the girls. In the score “good* under
the item, perception of weight, the percentage for the boys is 68 percent
and it is 64 percent for the girls. The boys excel the girls by 4 percent
in the score “good*. In the score “wery good* under the item, perception
of weight, the percentage for the bojrs is 20 percent and for the girls the
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percentage is 36 percent. The girls excel the hoys in the score "Very good
under the item, perception of weight, by 16 percent.
In the scores "very poor**^ and "^poor* under the item, perception of dis
tance, the percentage both for the boys and for the girls is zero. In the
score '^fair* for the item, perception of distance, the percentage for the
boys is 40 percent and for the girls it is l6 percent. The boys are 24
percent higher in the score 'fair'* than us the girls. In the score '^good"
the percentage for the boys is 40 percent and for the girls it is 48 per¬
cent. The girls excel the boys in this score by 8 percent. In the score
'Very good'* the percentage for the boys is 20 percent and it is 36 percent
for the girls. The girls excel the boys in the score "very good'* in this
item by l6 percent.
In the scores '*Very poor** and '•^oor'* under the item, perception of
direction, the percentage for both the boys and the girls is zero. In the
score '*fair'* under the item, perception of direction, the percentage for
the boys is 28 percent and for the £irls it is l6 percent. The boys are
greater in the score '*fair'* by 12 percent. In the item, perception of diree
tion, for the score **good'* the percentage for the boys is 52 percent and
for the girls it is 44 percent. The boys excel the girls by 8 percent in
the score '*good'*' under the item, perception of direction. In the score
'Very good" the percentage for the boys is 20 percent and it is 40 percent
for the girls. The girls excel the boys in perception of direction under
the score "Very good'* by 20 percent.
In the scores 'Very poor'* and "poor'* for the item, perception of
cause, the percentage both for the boys and for the girls is zero. In the
score "fair* under this item the percentage for the boys is 28 percent and
it is l6 percent for the girls. The boys are 12 percent higher in the
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score “fair* than are the girls. In the score “good* under the item, per¬
ception of cause, the percentage for the boys is 48 percent and it is 40
percent for the girls. The percentage for the b oys is 8 percent higher in
the score “good* than is the percentage for the girls.. In the score "eery
good* under the item, perception of cause, the percentage for the boys is
32 percent and it is 68 percent for the girls. The girls excel the boys by
36 percent in this score for the item, perception of cause.
In the scores “very pobr“ and “^oor“ for the item, perception of rhy¬
thm, the percentage both for the boys and for the girls is zero. In the
score “fair* under this item, the percentage for the boys is 28 and for the
girls it is 4 percent. The boys are 24 percent higher in the score “fair*
under the item, perception of rhythm, than are the girls. In the score
“good* imder this item the percentage for the boys is 40 percent and it is
28 percent for the girls. The boys are 12 percent higher in the item, per¬
ception of rh3rthm, than are the girls. In the score “very good* the per-
centaige for the boys is 32 percent and it is 68 percent for the girls. The
girls are 36 percent higher in the score “very good* under the item, percep¬
tion of rhythm, than are the boys.
The girls are higher in the percentages in the score “very good“ for
the items* perception of time, number, size, weight, distsince, direction,
cause, and rhythm under mental development; and they are lower in percen¬
tages in the score “fair* for the above mentioned items, but the boys are
higher in the percentages for the score “good* under the above items.
Vocabulary.- The vocabtilary was checked as very limited, limited,
average, very good, exceptional.
In the division, vocabulary, under the item, language in mental de¬
velopment, the percentage both for the boys and for the girls in the score
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"very limited* is zero. In the score "limited" under the item, vocabulary,
the percentage for the boys Is 8 percent and it is zero for the girls. The
boys are 8 percdnt higher in the score "limited" for the item, vocabulary,
than are the girls. In the score "average" the percentage for the boys is
56 percent and it is 36 percent for the girls. The boys are 20 percent
higher in the score "average" under the item, vocabulary, than are the
girls. In the score "very good” under the item, vocabulary, the percentage
for the boys is 28 percent and for the girls it is 56 percent. The girls
excel the boys by 28 percent in the score "very good* under the item, vo¬
cabulary. In the score "exceptional" the percentage both for the boys and
for the girls is 8 percent.
The girls rank higher than the boys in the majority of the scores
under the item, vocabulary, but both the boys and girls rank high in vocabu¬
lary.
Speech.- Each child*s speech vras checked as incomprehensible, indis¬
tinct, average, clear, very distinct.
In the item, speech, the percentage both for the boys and for the
girls vho cure incomprehensible is zero. In the score "indistinct" 12 per¬
cent of the boys are indistinct in speech and 8 percent of the girls are
indistinct in speech. The boys excel the girls in this score by 4 percent.
3^ the score "average" the percentage for the boys is 20 percent and for
the girls it is 8 percent. In this score the percentage for the boys is
12 percent higher than is the percentage for the girls. The clearness of
speech, both for the boys and for the girls, has a percentage of 28. In
the score "very distinct" the percentage for the boys is 40 percent and
it is 56 fiercent for the girls. The girls excel the boys by 16 percent in
the score "very distinct".
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The girls are superior to the boys in speech, but both boys and girls
stand eon^aratively high.
Sentences.- Sentences were checked as very short, short, average,
long, or very long.
In the score •’’very short* the percentage both for the boys and for the
girls is zero. In the score “short* the percentage for the boys is 8 per¬
cent and for the girls it is zero. In the score “average* the percentage
for the boys is 56 percent and it is 36 percent for the girls. The boys
excel the girls in the score “average* tmder the item, sentences, by 20
percent. In the score “long* the percentage for the boys is l6 and for
the girls it is 36 percent. The girls excel the boys in the score “long*
by 20 percent. In the score “very long" the percentage for the boys is 20
percent and it is 28 percent for the girls.
In the item, sentences, the girls are superior to the boys.
Associationt SlTnilarlty and Contiguity.- The child^s association by
similarity and by contiguity vas checked as very poor, poor, fair, good,
or very good.
In the item, association by similarity, the percentage is zero both
for the boys and girls in the scores “very poor* and “poor*. In the score
“fair*, for the item, association by similarity, the percentage both for
the boys and for the girls is 12 percent. In the score “good* under the
item, association by similarity, the percentage for the boys is 60 percent
and it is 40 percent for the girls. The boys excel the girls by 20 percent
in the score "good*. In the score “Very good" under the item, association
by similarity, the percentage for the boys is 28 percent and it is 48 per¬
cent for the girls. The girls excel the boys in the score “very good* by
20 percent.
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In the Item, association by similarity, the girls excel the boys in
the score '•very good'*, but the boys excel the girls in the score '"good'*.
In the item, association by contiguity, the percentage for the scores
•Vrery poor**" and '•poor'*, both for the boys and for the girls, is zero. In
the score '•fair'* the percentage for the boys is 28 percent and it is 20
percent for the girls. The boys are 8 percent higher in the score '•fair'*
than are the girls. In the score '•good'* the percentage for the boys is
44 percent and it is $6 percent for the girls. The girls excel the boys
by 12 percent in the score '•good'* under the item, association by contiguity.
In the score "Very good'* the percentage for the boys is 28 percent and it
is 24 percent for the girls. The boys are superior to the girls by 4 per¬
cent in the score '•very good** imder the item, association by contiguity.
In the item, associatiibn by contiguity, the boys are higher in the
score '•very good'* and '•fair'* and the girls are higher in the score '•good'*.
Ijnaginationt Reproductive and Productive.- Manifestations of reproduc¬
tive and productive imagination were checked as very poor, poor, fair, good,
or very good.
In the score **very poor**, both for the boys and girls, the percentage
is zero under the item, reproductive imagination. In the score '•poor'* under
this item, the percentage for the boys is 4 and it ii zero for the girls.
In the score '•fair'* the percentage for the boys is 16 percent and for the
girls it is 20 percent. The girls excel the boys by 4 percent in the score
'•fair'*. In the score '•good" the percentage for the boys is $2 percent, and
for the girls it is 44 percent. The boys excel the girls in the score '•good'*
by 8 percent. In the score '*very good'* the percentage for the boys is 28
percent and it is 40 percent for the girls. The girls excel the boys by 12
percent in the score '•very good'* under the item, reproductive imagination.
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In reproductive imagination the girls excel the boys in the scores
“very good* “fair"*, and '^oor", but the boys excel the girls in the score
“good*.
In the score “very poor“, both for the boys and for the girls, under
the item, productive Imagination, the percentage is zero. In the score
“fair“ the percentage for the boys is 4 and it is zero for the girls. In
the score “good* the percentage for the boys is 48 and it is 44 percent
for the girls. The boys excel the girls by 4 percent in the score “good*
under the item, productive imagination. In the score “very good* the per¬
centage for the boys is 32 and it is 40 percent for the girls. The girls
excel the boys by 8 percent in the score “very good* under the item, pro¬
ductive imagination.
In productive imagination the boys are higher in the scores “fair*
and “good* and the girls are higher in the score “very good*.
llemorvt Rate and Retention.- Each child*8 rate of memorizing was
checked as very slow, slow, fair, good, or very good. His retention was
checked as very poor, poor, fair, good, or very good.
In the scores “very poor* and “poor* for rate of memory, the percen¬
tage for both the boys and for the girls is zero. In the score “fair* the
percentage both for the boys and for the girls is 12 percent. In the
score “good* under the item, rate of memory, the percentage for the boys
is 5^ percent and for the girls it is 32 percent. The boys excel the
girls in this score by 24 percent. In the score '^rery good* the percen¬
tage for the boys is 32 percent and it is 56 percent for the girls. The
girls excel the boys in the score “very good* under the item, rate of
memory.
In rate of memory, the boys are higher in percentage voider the score
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"good* and the girls are higher in percentage in the score "very good*.
In the scores •▼ery poor* and “poor* under the item, retention of
memory, the percentage is zero for both hoys and girls. In the score
"fair* the percentage both for the boys and for the girls is 16 percent.
In the score "good* the percentage for the boys is 56 percent and it is 44
percent for the girls. The boys excel the girls by 12 percent in this
score. In the score "very good* under the item, retention of memory, the
percentage for the boys is 28 percent, and it is 48 percent for the girls.
The girls excel the boys in this item by 20 percent.
In retention of memory, even though the girls are higher in the score
"very good*, the boys are higher in the score "good*.
Industrial Skills of Twenty-Five Boys
and Twenty-Five Girls
In all creative work in the kindergarten emphasis is put on freedom
of thought and expression and the children are encouraged to express their
ideas in art form. Carefully selected materials and opportunities for
creative work are provided and the children use them freely aind gain ideas
from experience, from their environment, and from one another.
Kost Popular Ifeiterials for Bovs and for Girls.- Both the boys and the
girls considered clay, plasticene, paints, crayone, and blocks most popular.
Kost Popular Materials for Bovs.- Wood, clay, blocks, paints, plasti-
cene, and crayons were the most popular materials for the boys.
Most Popular Katerials for girls.- Clay, blocks, paints, plasticene,
and crayons were the most popular materials for the girls.
Clay.- Clay is an art material which offers omny opportunities for ex¬
pression of creative ability. The objects of the five-year-old boys which
occurred most frequently are‘l)owls, eggs, fish, balls, boats, house, piano.
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candy, trucks, and trains. The objects idiieh the girls nake most fre¬
quently eire houses, trains, ears, spoons, knives, forks, dolls, and hats.
Pencils and Crayons.- Pencils and crayons are used by the five-year-
old child, but he uses his crayons to color Instead of to draw. The
girls were very amch interested in coloring with the crayons. The objects
of the five-year-old girls which occurred most frequently are houses, flow¬
ers, animals, fruit, and spoons. The boys were Intensely interested in
crayons. The objects which occurred most frequently for them are animals,
fruit, tables, and birds.
Papers. - Pajber is a medium which allows for free experimentation and
for the joy which the five-year-old receives when he colors on paper, cuts
paper, or folds it. The girls were interested in drawing, cutting, pasting,
and painting on paper. The objects which occurred most frequently were
houses, flowers, ladies, men, and dolls. The boys were interested in paper
also. They enjoyed pasting, cutting, drawing, writing, printing, coloring,
folding, and painting on paper.
Wood.- In using the hamner end saw the muscular coordination is
strengthened. The boys were very much Interested in wood. The objects
which occurred most frequently were airplanes, trains, tanks, gims, and
tables. The girls were not interested in wood. They only made airplanes
and tables.
Plasticene.- This is a substitute for clay. Both the boys and the
girls enjoy using it. The objects which occurred most frequently for the
boys are balls, airplanes, eye glasses, chairs, tables, fruit, baskets,
ears, animals, trees, eating utensils, snakes, and pies. The objects
which occurred most frequently for the girls are baskets, wrist watches,
pocket books, rings, eye glasses, airplanes, balls, flowers, sneikes.
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rabbits, bracelets, eats, and cars.
Blocks.- Blocks help the five-year-old child*a perception of form,
weight, size, and color, mi of th4 boys were interested in blocks. The
objects which occurred most frequently are^ trains, houses, stores, garages
churches, steeunboats, wnd sdrplanes. The girls* interest in blocks was
very keen. The objects occurring most frequently are houses, stores,
chturches, beds, trains, chairs, airplanes, and gardens.
Painting.- Both the boys and the girls were interested in painting.
These objects were high in interest for both the boys and the girlst
flowers, landscapes, animals, rainbows, birds, saws, and churches.
The Average Humber of Objects Constructed by 2^ Five-Tear-Old Bovs
and 2$ Five-Year-Old girls.- In clay the average number of items construct¬
ed by the boys was 10, and the average number constructed by the girls was
20. The girls constructed ten more objects than did the boys. In plas-
ticene the average number of objects constructed by the boys was 23 and
for the girls it was 32. The girls constructed 9 more objects in plasti-
cene than did the boys. In wood the average number of objects constructed
by the boys was 23 and 3 for the girls. The boys excel the girls by 20
objects in wood. In paints the average number constructed by the boys is
22 and for the girls it is 32. The girls lead by ten points. In crayons
the average number of objects constructed by the boys was 18 and for the
girls it was 32. The girls led by 14 points. In blocks the average num¬
ber of objects constructed by the boys ies 26 and for the girls it was 38.
The girls excel the boys by 12 points. The girls stand higher in indus¬
trial skills in all traits except wood.
CHJiPTER IV
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
Findings in Physical Development of the Twenty-Five
Boys and of the Twenty-Five Girls
Height and Weight,- The height for the boys is from 39 3A inches to
46 3/4 inches. The height for the girls is from 40|- inches to 49 inches.
There is a range of &§- inches for the girls and 7 Inches for the boys.
The girls have a range of 1^ inches greater than the boys.
The weight for the boys is from 36 pounds to 48 pounds. The weight
for the girls is from 35 pounds to 60 pounds. The range in weight for
the boys is 12 pounds and for the girls it is 25 pounds. The girls have
a range of 13 pounds greater than the boys.
Average Percent of the Normal Percent of the Itemst Arms. Legs. Skin.
Head. Hair. Ears. Eves. Throat. Neck. Heart, and Abdomen.- The findings
are' 88 percent for the boys and 92.3 percent for the girls. The girls
are 4*3 percent higher in the average percentage of the normal percentage
of these items.
Percentages and Average Percentages of the Itemst Posture. Nutrition.
Large Muscle Coordination, and Small Muscle Coordination.- The girls are
superior to the boys in thdse items, but both the boys and girls rank
high in the scores of these items.
Sex Differences." There is a difference of O.33 in favor of the girls,
thereby indicating a sex difference in physical development.
Findings in Personal Care of the Twenty-^Five Boys
and of the Twenty-Five Girls
Average Percentages of the itemst Care of Wraps. Clothing. Shoes.
Washing of Face and Hands. Brushing of Teeth. Eating Habits. Sleeping
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Habits, and Care agf Personal Fropertv.* The girls remk higher in the majori¬
ty of these items, but the scores for the boys are usually high.
Sex Differences.- There is a difference of 0»521n favor of the girls,
thus indicating a sex difference in personal ears.
Findings in Emotional Development of the Tventy-Five
Boys and of the Twenty-Five Girls
Percentages in the itemst Type of Child. Anger. Irritability toward
Failure. Fear. Love. Jealousy. Security, and Sympathy.- The girls have a
larger majority of the high scores than the boys, but the difference is
slight.
Sex Differences.- There is a sex difference of 0.24 in favor of the
girls.
Findings in Social Idaptation of the Twenty Five Boys
and of the Twenty-Five Girls
Percentages of the itemst Tvne of Child. Attitude toward Parents.
Attitude toward Children in the Group. Attitude toward Children in Other
Groups. Attitude toward Teachers. Ability to Settle Difficulties. Leader¬
ship. and Self-Reliance.- The girls rank higher in the majority of the
high scores in these items, but the boys rank average and above in many
of these items.
Sex Differences.- There is a sex difference of Cl.41in favor of the
girls, thereby Indicating a sex difference in social development.
Findings in Mental Development of the Twenty-Five
Boys and of the Twenty-Five Girls
Average Percentages and Percentages of the itemst General Impression.
Thinking. Hemorv. Association. Vocabulary. Speech. Sentences. Perception
of Time. Kuitber. Site. Weight. Distance. Direction. Cause, and Rhythm.-
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The girls are superior to the boys in most of the items, but the boys are
average and above in many of the items.
Sex Difference.- The girls stand higher in I.Q. Their range is higher.
Findings in Industrial Skills of the Twenty-Five
Boys and of the Twenty-Five Girls
Most Popular Material for Boys and Girlst Clay. Plaaticene. Paints.
Crayons, and Blocks.- The objects constructed from clay, pencils, crayons,
wood, plastieene, paints, and blocks were animals, landscapes, birds,
trains, churches, fruit, etc.
Average Number of Items Constructed by Twenty-Five Boys and Twenty-
Five Girls.- The girls constructed more items than the boys in every ma¬
terial wxcept wood. Of the 279 articles constructed the boys made 44
percent and the girls, 56 percent.
Conclusions
Physical Development.- The results of this investigation show that
the boys excel the girls in the normal development of eyes and throat,
and in muscle coordination. The girls excel the boys in height, weight,
and in the normal development of arms, legs, skin, hair, head, neck, ab¬
domen, eind spine.
Personal Care.- The girls excel the boys in the personal care of
wraps, clothing, shoes, washing of face and hands, brushing of teeth,
eating habits, sleeping habits, and care of personsil property.
Emotional Bevelonment.- The boys excel the girls in manifestations
of fear and jealousy. The girls excel the boys in stability, security,
S3rmpathy, and love. The girls also show a greater degree of irritability
to^rd failure.
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Social DeveloomentThe boys studied are better leaders tlan the
girls, and they also excel the girls in their ability to settle diffi¬
culties which arise in the group. The girls excel the boys in very good
attitudes toward teachers and other adults in the nursery school environ¬
ment, toward children in their group and other groups, and toward visitors.
The girls also excel in self-reliance and respect for authority.
Mental Development.- The boys excel the girls in perception of time,
perception of number, and in contiguous associations. The girls excel
the boys in thinking and in perception of weight, number, distance, smd
direction. The girls excel the boys in reproductive and productive imagi¬
nation.
Industrial Skills.- The boys excel the girls in woodwork. The girls





Haight-Weight Table for Twenty-Five Boys and Twenty-

















39 3/4 60 36 35 62 40i-
41 60 37 35i 62 41 1/8
41t 61 37 36 62 41|-
41 3/4 62 37 37 62 41i
42. 63 37i 38i- 62 41 3/4
42-] 64 38 39 64 43
42. 64 39J- 40 64 43
42 64 40 41 64 43
42^ 65 40 42 64 43 3/8
43 65 40 42 65 43 5/8
43 65 40 42i 67 43 3/4
4i 65 40 44 67 44
43i 66 42 44 67 444
44 66 42 44 67 44I
44 66 42 44 68 44 3/4
44$ 68 42 45 68 45
44 3/8 68 42 46 68 45
44 3/4 68 44i 46 69 45 3/8
45 1/8 69 ♦5
^
46 69 45 7/8
69 45 1/8 47 69 46
,45 3/4 70 46 48 69 46
46 70 47 48f 70 46
46 70 47 52 70
46 70 48 54 70 48 1/8
46 3/4 70 48 60 70 49
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TABLE III
Normal Percentages and Average Percentages
of Items in Physical Development of
















Average Percent 88 92.3
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TABUS IV
Percentages of Items In Physical Development
Ranging from Very Poor to Very Good
for Twenty-Five Boys and Twenty-
five Girls
)o|rs Girls Joys Girls Boys Girls Girls Boys Girls
Items Very Poor Pc>or ’ Fair Good Very Good
Posture Q Q 0 4 12 28 76 56 12 12
Nutrition 0 0 4 0 16 32 20 44 60 24
Large Mus¬
cle Coordi¬
nation 0 4 4 4 8 16 48 68 40 12
Small Mus¬
cle Coor¬
dination 0 0 0 0 8 24 68 68 24 8
0 1 2 2 11 25 53 59 34. 14
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TABI£ Y
Comparison of Twenty-Iiva Boys and Twenty-Five
Girls in Physical Development
Ntunber of Mean Standard Deviation Standard Error
Boys, 25 4.69 1.36 .064
Nuniber of
Girls, 25 5.02 1.67 .079
Difference 0.33
Standard error of difference 0»101
Critical ratio 3*2
eChancds, 99 in 100 in favor of the girls
«jLImost complete reliability} that is, the difference in favor
of the girls indicates a sex difference in this particular
trait.
TayBia VI
Percentages in Personal Cars of Twenty-Five Boys
and of Twenty-Five SirIs in Care nf Wraps»
Clothing, and Shoos
Boys arls Boys Girls Boys Girls Bovs Girls 1 Bovs Girls
Items
Very Depen¬




Wraps 0 0 4 0 a 8 36 28 52 64
Clothing 0 0 4 0 12 8 40 28 44 64
Shoes 0 0 4 0 12 12 64 36 20 52
Average
Percent 0 0 4 0 11 9.3 47 31 39 60
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TAB1£ TXL
Percentages in Personal Care of Twenty-Five Boys
and ef,Twenty-Five Girls in. Care of Washing
of Hands and Brushing of Teeth
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls 1 [ Boys Girls
Items
Very




Face ft Hands 0 0 12 0 44 8 20 36 24 56
Brushing of
Teeth 0 0 8 0 48 8 20 36 24 56
ftverage
Percent Q 10 0 46 8 20 3. L 56
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T&BIZ Yin
Comparison of ths Ps#eentages of the Eating Habits» Sleeping
Habits,-and Care of Personal Property of 25 Boys and 25
Girls in Personal Cars
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls
Items Very Poor Poc>r Pair Good Yerr Good
Eating Habits 0 0 0 0 24 8 52 48 24 44
Sleeping Habits 0 0 4 0 24 4 52 68 20 28
Care of Personal
Property 0 0 4 0 4 4 64 44 28 52
Iserage Percent 0 0 2.7 0 17.3 5.3 56 53.3 24 41.3
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TABI£ IX
Comparison of TwsntyFive Boys and of Twenty-Five
GELrls in Personal Ccurs
Number of Kean Standard Deviation Standard Error
Boys, 25 4.42 .82 .164
Number of
(^rls, 25 4.94 .64 .124
Reliability of the Difference
Difference 0*52.
Standard Error of Difference .205
Critical Ratio Z.5
*Chance8) 99 in 100 in favor of the girls.
«ilmost eonqalete reliability; that is, the difference in favor




Comparison of TventjT'I'ivs Boys and Twenty-Five Girls
in Emotional MJustment
Number of Bean Standard Deviation Staxidard Error
Boys, 25 4.08 1.15 .076
Number of
Girls, 25 4.32 .94 .062
Reliability of the Difference
Difference 0.24
Standard Error of Difference .09
Critical Ratio 2.6
''KnianceSy 99 favor of the girls.
^Almost complete reliability; that is, the difference in




Comparison of the Percentages of Twenty-five
Boys smd Twenty-five Girls in Emotional
Adjustment
Bovs: Girls Bovs Girls Bovs Girls Bovs Girls Bovs Girls
Tvne of Child Verv Unstable Unstable Averaste Stable Very Stable
4 0 12 0 20 16 56 44 8 40
Ans?0r Tantrums Often Snerv
Angry under
Anoro. Cond. Seldom Angrv
Never
Angry
4 0 36 16 36 36 24 36 0 12
Irritability to¬
ward failure Extreme Uoderate Average Slight Very Slight
24 16 28 24 24 24 12 24 12 12











0 4 IZ 0 28 40 40 28 20 28
Jealousr Very Secure Moderate Average Slight Very Slight
0 4 4 8 36 40 24 16 36 32
Security
Very
Insecure Insecure Average Secure Very Secure
0 0 8 4 16 12 28 28 48 56
Svmnathv Yery Slivht Sliffht Average Marked Very Marked
4 0 0 4 36 16 24 52 36 28
Cheerfulness Very Slicht Slieht Average Marked Very Marked
4 0 4 0 36 36 28 40 28 24
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TAB1£ Xn
Comparlaon of Tventy-Flve Boys and Twenty-
Five Girls in Social Development
Nonber of Bean Standard Deviation Standard ICrror
Boys, 25 4.61 1.02 .053
Humber of
Girls, 25 5.02 1.67 .071
Reliability of the Difference
Difference .41
Standard Frror of Difference *093
Critical Ratio 4.3
'''Chances^ 100 in 100 in favor of the girls.
^Complete reliability; that is, the difference in favor of




CcHnparison of the Percentages of TventyFive
Boys and Twenty-Five Girls in Social
Development
Bovs Girls Bovs Girls Bovs Girls Boys Girls Bovs ; Girls
Items Yerv Poor Poor Fair Good Yerv Good
Attitude toward
Parents 0 Q 0 0 0 0 40 12 60 88
Toward Children
in the Gto\xp 0 0 0 0 12 18 32 48 40 60
Toward Children
in Other Groups 0 0 0 0 28 8 40 52 32 40
Toward Teachers 0 0 0 0 0 0 60 12 60 88
Toward Adults 0 0 0 0 16 0 52 44 40 56
Toward Tlsitors 0 0 0 0 16 0 52 44 32 56
Respect for
Authority 0 0 a 0 36 jO 24 36 40 64
Ability to
Settle Difficulties 0 4 a 0 36 40 28 20 28 36
Leadership 0 0 4 8 40 24 24 36- 32 32
Self-Reliance 0 4 0 0 24 6 28 36 44 40







ComparlBon of Twenty>FlTe Boya and Twenty
Five Girls in Mental Development
Bovs Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls
Items Very Poor Poor Fair Good Very pood
Perception
Time 0 0 0 0 32 20 52 48 16 32
Kumber 0 0 0 0 32 8 32 44 36 48
Form 0 0 0 0 16 8 60 52 24 40
Siae 0 0 0 0 16 0 60 60 24 40
Weight 0 0 0 0 12 4 68 64 20 32
Diatanea 0 0 0 0 40 16 40 48 20 36
Direction 0 0 0 0 28 16 52 44 20 40
Cause 0 0 0 0 23 20 48 40 24 40
Rhythm Q 0 0 0 28 4 40 28 32 68
Memory Rate 0 0 0 0 IZ 12 56 32 32 56
Retention 0 0 0 0 I6 16 56 44 28 40
Association
Similarity 0 0 0 0 12 12 60 40 28 48
Contiguity 0 0 0 0 28 20 44 56 28 24
Imagination
Reproductive 0 0 4 0 16 20 52 44 28 40
Productive 0 0 A 0 20 16 48 44 32 40
Average Percent 0 0 .53 0 22.4 12.7 51.2 45.86 26.12 41.6
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TABLE X7
Average Nuniber of Objects Constructed by 25












Figure 1.- The Average Intelligence Quotient of 25 Boys and
25 liirla at 5 Tear Old Level.
Mean of Girls
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